Summary poster

**Title bar:**
- Project Title, Group members, Group number
- Design Problem & Concept
  - What is it for? What is the new idea?
- User Profile, Personas & Scenario
  - Who is it for? How is it used?
- Storyboard segment
  - How does it work in context for these users?
- Design ("How to") diagram
  - How does it work?
- Evaluation & Redesign
  - Key improvements, Key justifications

Poster

- Layout is up to you
  - … or try this SHORTER is better
  - limit words
  - highlight key points
- Final section highlights the redesign process

Final presentation

**Oral presentation**
- 15 minutes: (one slide per topic)
  - design problem
  - user profile (& personas)
  - final design concept
  - design ("how to") diagram
  - video prototype (maximum 5 minutes)
  - justification (key improvements alternatives considered)

- 5 minutes:
  - class discussion: every group asks at least one question

Turn in:

1. Cover Sheet: Group Number, Project name, Group Members
2. Video Prototypes I & II (two files, not a series of clips)
3. Storyboards I & II (should match videos)
4. Exercises: Individual interviews, user profile, personas, use scenario, grounded theory, interaction points, brainstorm ideas, web search, design alternatives, function-interaction table, design diagram, hypotheses, generative walkthroughs (2 socio-technical principles)
   + title cards (brainstorm and prototype)
5. Poster
6. Course evaluations (Maybe handed in separately)